Black hole mass (M BH ) scaling relations are typically derived using the properties of a galaxy's bulge and samples dominated by (high-mass) early-type galaxies. Studying late-type galaxies should provide greater insight into the mutual growth of black holes and galaxies in more gas-rich environments. We have used 40 spiral galaxies to establish how M BH scales with both the total stellar mass (M * ,tot ), and the disk's stellar mass, having measured the spheroid (bulge) stellar mass (M * ,sph ) and presented the M BH -M * ,sph relation in Paper I. The relation involving M * ,tot may be beneficial for estimating M BH from either pipeline data or at higher redshift, conditions that are not ideal for the accurate isolation of the bulge. A symmetric Bayesian analysis finds log (M BH /M ) = 3.05 −0.14 ). The scatter from the regression of M BH on M * ,tot is 0.66 dex, cf. 0.56 dex for M BH on M * ,sph and 0.57 dex for M BH on σ * . The slope is > 2 times that obtained using core-Sérsic early-type galaxies, echoing a similar result involving M * ,sph , and supporting a varied growth mechanism among different morphological types. This steeper relation has consequences for galaxy/black hole formation theories, simulations, and predicting black hole masses. We caution that (i) a M BH -M * ,tot relation built from a mixture of earlyand late-type galaxies will find an arbitrary slope of approximately 1 to 3, with no physical meaning beyond one's sample selection; and (ii) evolutionary studies of the M BH -M * ,tot relation need to be mindful of the galaxy types included at each epoch. We additionally update the M * ,tot -(face-on spiral arm pitch angle) relation.
1. INTRODUCTION Davis et al. (2018, hereafter Paper I) illustrates that the accurate measurement of a galaxy's bulge (spheroid) 1 luminosity is a time consuming task requiring a considerable level of care. The difficulty lies in the need to correctly decompose the surface brightness maps or light profiles of galaxies into their constituent components, whereas the task of just summing up all the light in a galaxy to obtain its total luminosity is a comparatively simple process. Nonetheless, for some two decades astronomers have attempted this decompo-sition because the centrally-located supermassive black hole (SMBH) mass (M BH ) is thought to correlate with the properties of the bulge (Dressler 1989) . However, the existence of supermassive black holes in bulgeless galaxies (Paper I, and references therein) reveals that there is more to it than this.
It is a small mystery why the (black hole mass)-(total galaxy stellar mass), M BH -M * ,tot , relation has not been explored further in the literature. To date, its limited publication history has not been without dramatic disagreement. The very existence of a M BH -M * ,tot relation (or its proxy relation with bulge luminosity) has improved infinitely from a state of non-existence (Kormendy & Gebhardt 2001) ; to existing, but not being as strong a tracer of supermassive black hole mass as the bulge (Beifiori et al. 2012; ; to being elevated to a stature equal with that of the bulge arXiv:1810.04888v2 [astro-ph.GA] 24 Oct 2018 (Läsker et al. 2014) . The latter claim, albeit based on a sample containing mostly early-type galaxies and only 4 spiral galaxies, would bring the M BH -M * ,tot relation in line with suggestions that SMBH growth is a derivative of the overall potential of its host galaxy (Ferrarese 2002; Volonteri et al. 2011) . Part of the explanation to this small mystery undoubtedly pertains to the bend in the (black hole mass)-(spheroid stellar mass), M BH -M * ,sph , relation (Graham 2012; Scott et al. 2013) , which steepens at the low-mass end, departing from the near-linear relation defined by massive early-type galaxies. Given the departure of these lowmass bulges from the original near-linear M BH -M * ,sph relation, the use of total galaxy mass would have resulted in even greater departures and perhaps the belief that black hole mass does not correlate with galaxy mass (see Graham 2016 for a review of black hole scaling relations).
The need for a M BH -M * ,tot relation becomes more critical for non-local galaxies. At higher redshifts, the difficultly of accurately separating the bulge light from the remaining light of a galaxy becomes increasingly perilous and studies need to necessarily default to what little total light might be observed. In the last decade, this connection has been widely studied (e.g., Merloni et al. 2010; Bennert et al. 2011; Cisternas et al. 2011; Yang et al. 2018) , with some investigations of non-local galaxies going as far to say that the M BH -M * ,tot relation is correlated as tightly, or tighter, than the M BH -M * ,sph relation (Peng 2007; Jahnke et al. 2009; Bennert et al. 2010) . In light of this, our endeavor to focus on the M BH -M * ,tot relation in local spiral galaxies with directly measured SMBH masses will serve as a useful benchmark for galaxies at higher redshifts, including evolutionary studies (e.g., Kollmeier et al. 2006; Hopkins et al. 2008; Walter et al. 2016 ). This should allow for an enrichment in our knowledge of the star formation history (e.g., Shankar et al. 2009 ) and merger history (e.g., Jahnke & Macciò 2011) of SMBH host galaxies.
The necessity for improving our knowledge of the M BH -M * ,tot relation becomes even more manifest in the lofty goals and pragmatism surrounding large surveys of galaxies. Due to time requirements, studies of even as few as ≈ 10 2 galaxies must rely on automated bulge/disk decompositions out of necessity. Even if the M BH -M * ,sph relation were intrinsically more accurate than the M BH -M * ,tot relation, the benefits of less intrinsic scatter in the M BH -M * ,sph relation might be overcome by the inherent measurement errors associated with bulge/disk decompositions produced via pipeline software. At our current technological limits, there likely exists a ceiling in terms of survey size or redshift, beyond which the M BH -M * ,tot relation is of greater benefit than the M BH -M * ,sph relation.
Furthermore, as discussed in Davis et al. (2017) and Paper I, pseudobulges have been slandered as being pariahs and proverbial black sheep in the family of black hole mass scaling relations. Despite one's personal opinions concerning pseudobulges and their role in complementing/hindering studies of the M BH -M * ,sph relation, substitution with the M BH -M * ,tot relation allows one to seemingly escape from the stigma surrounding pseudobulges. Moreover, if galaxies with pseudobulges participate in the M BH -M * ,tot relation, as they do in the M BH -M * ,sph relation (Paper I), this may suggest that a relation also exists with the disk stellar mass (M * ,disk ). This is especially true in the case of low-mass, disk-dominated spiral galaxies with pseudobulges as a result of the secular evolution of their galactic disk (Combes & Sanders 1981; Combes 2009 Combes , 2017 . Therefore, examining the existence of a M BH -M * ,disk relation will be a secondary goal of this paper, behind our primary goal of exploring the M BH -M * ,tot relation.
Our measurement of the disk stellar masses depends upon the, rather meticulous, multi-component galaxy decompositions presented in Paper I. In addition to modelling the disk, bulge, and bar (when present), rings, spiral arms, and additional nuclear components were also accounted for, as these can otherwise bias the Sérsic bulge parameters.
In the following section, we will briefly recapitulate the sample selection and the light profile analysis as performed in Paper I, before touching on newer complements from studying the whole of the individual galaxies. In §3, we compare our galaxy apparent magnitudes with similar studies in the literature. In Section 4, we have applied a sophisticated Bayesian analysis to obtain the optimal M BH -M * ,tot (and M BH -M * ,disk ) scaling relation for spiral galaxies, which could be highly useful, if the scatter is acceptably low, because it does not require bulge/disk/etc. decompositions. We have also included the results using the more familiar bces linear regression from Akritas & Bershady (1996) , and the modified fitexy routine (Press et al. 1992; Tremaine et al. 2002) . Finally, given that the spiral arm pitch angle (φ) traces the black hole mass (Seigar et al. 2008; Berrier et al. 2013; Davis et al. 2017) , we have additionally explored the complementary relationships between M * ,tot and φ, and between M * ,disk and φ, checking for consistency and insight. We provide a discussion of our results in §5 and explore how these relations will aid in the prediction of black hole masses, particularly intermediate-mass black holes (IMBHs). Finally, we summarize the overall outcomes of this paper in §6. In the Appendix, we provide useful error propagation formulae ( §A) as well as the priors and posterior values from our Bayesian regressions ( §B).
Unless noted otherwise, all printed errors and plotted error bars represent 1σ (≈ 68.3%) confidence levels. Magnitudes are expressed in the absolute (AB) system (Oke 1974) .
2. DATA AND METHODOLOGY Davis et al. (2017) presented what we believe was, at the time, the complete sample of spiral galaxies with directly measured SMBH masses. A contemporary analysis of astrophysical publications had revealed 44 spiral galaxies whose central SMBH masses had been measured via proper motion, stellar dynamics, gaseous dynamics, and/or astrophysical maser emission 2 . This remains the largest such spiral galaxy sample published to date, and references to the publications that determined the black hole masses (listed here in Table 1 for convenience) have been provided in Davis et al. (2017) . The original sample of 44 galaxies has been culled to 40 spiral galaxies with spheroids after the removal of Cygnus A (an earlytype galaxy with a spiral in its intermediate-scale disk) and three bulgeless galaxies. Although the three bulgeless galaxies (NGC 2478, NGC 4395, and NGC 6926) could be included in our study of the M BH -M * ,tot and M BH -M * ,disk relations, we will use the same sample of 40 galaxies as in Paper I, as this will enable a cleaner comparison of the black hole mass scaling relations for spiral galaxies. In particular is the question of how much scatter there is about the M BH -M * ,sph relation versus the M BH -M * ,tot relation.
Our imaging data consists primarily of Spitzer Space Telescope 3.6 µm imaging from the Spitzer Survey of Stellar Structure in Galaxies (S 4 G, Sheth et al. 2010) , supplemented with Hubble Space Telescope F814W and Two Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS) K s -band (2.2 µm) imaging. Isophotal fitting was performed using the software routines isofit and cmodel (Ciambur 2015) . The original images were first sky-subtracted and carefully masked for contaminating foreground and background sources, and the galaxy light then measured with a concentric set of quasi-elliptical isophotes whose geometries were defined by their eccentric anomalies -this allows for an accurate modelling of the light distribution via the inclusion of Fourier harmonic terms that capture deviations from pure elliptical isophotes. The associated one-dimensional surface brightness profiles were then matched to models, which had been convolved with the image-dependent point spread function (PSF).
Galaxies were carefully decomposed into multiple components, accounting for bulges, disks, bars, point sources, rings, and spiral arms, when present, using the profiler software (Ciambur 2016) . Decompositions for every galaxy can be seen in Paper I. Components were identified based on their appearance in not just the 2D image (viewed at a range of contrasts), but also using the ellipticity profile, the position angle profile, the B 4 Fourier harmonic profile that captures the boxy or disky nature of the isophotes, and of course also the surface brightness profile. Rather than adding arbitrary Sérsic components until some minimum χ 2 value is reached -a practice seen in the literature of late -we only include a component if we can clearly identify it with a specific physical entity, such as a bar or a ring. Paper I lists which filter was used for each galaxy, and shows the galaxy decomposition.
Magnitudes and Stellar Masses
The apparent and absolute magnitudes of the spheroids are listed in table 3 of Paper I. Here we tabulate the total galaxy apparent magnitudes (m), determined within the profiler software by integrating the equivalentaxis 3 intensity model to obtain the apparent luminosity given by
where I ≡ I(R eq ) is the intensity as a function of the equivalent-axis radius (R eq ), h is the scale length of the exponential disk, and m ∝ −2.5 log L. The (corrected) 4 total galaxy absolute magnitudes (M) are calculated via equation 6 from Paper I. As in Paper I, we account for the emission of dust at 3.6 µm wavelengths according to the study of Querejeta et al. (2015) . This includes a stellar M * /L * ratio of 0.60 ± 0.09 from Meidt et al. (2014) , and a ≈25% reduction to the observed luminosity due to dust glow. Our dust emission correction resulted in ∆ log(M * ,tot /M ) = −0.12 dex for all of our 28 galaxies with 3.6 µm imaging.
We have applied stellar mass-to-light ratios (with Chabrier 2003 initial mass functions, IMF) and solar absolute magnitudes consistent with table 1 in Paper I to calculate the stellar masses. As an additional check, 3 Defined by the geometric mean √ ab, where a and b are the major-and minor-axis lengths of a given isophote, the "equivalentaxis" can be considered equivalent to a circle of the same radius. 4 We corrected for Galactic extinction, cosmological redshift dimming, and K-corrections, in addition to dust (see Paper I).
we calculated the stellar masses using the 2MASS magnitudes and a (stellar mass)-to-(stellar light) ratio of 0.62 ± 0.08, which yielded a very good agreement.
We derive the disk stellar mass, M * ,disk , via simple subtraction such that
This definition includes the spiral arms, rings, and bars (if present) as a part of the "disk." Errors on m are estimated from the uncertainties on the intensity model and propagated, along with uncertainties on other variables (e.g., distance), when calculating M and all derivative quantities (e.g., stellar mass). For a detailed list of error propagation formulae, see §A. Our sample and relevant data are tabulated in Table 1 . 
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Colors
Our sample represents all of the currently known spiral galaxies with directly measured black hole masses. However, the colors of these spiral galaxies is not representative of the full spiral galaxy population. As can be seen in Figure 1 , the majority of our galaxies have colors clustered around a median B − K color equal to 3.77 ± 0.22 mag, where the B-band magnitudes have come from the Third Reference Catalog of Bright Galaxies (RC3: de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991 ) and the K-band magnitudes have come from 2MASS
5 . Furthermore, we have corrected the magnitudes for Galactic extinction (Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011) . This galaxy selection "bias" is not unexpected though: given the necessity to resolve the gravitational sphere-of-influence around the black holes, only the most massive black holes can be directly measured, yielding host spiral galaxies that are more massive and redder than a general population of "blue cloud" spiral galaxies (Cassata et al. 2007 ). The roughly constant color gives additional support to our use of a constant stellar mass-to-light ratio in the Spitzer 3.6 µm band. That is, the lack of a trend between color and magnitude in our sample suggests that our galaxies' stellar masses should not simply be thought of as scaled-luminosities, but indeed as stellar masses.
While red spiral galaxies are known to have a range of morphologies (Masters et al. 2010; Chilingarian & Zolotukhin 2012 ), they are rare at stellar masses less than 10 10 M . One may speculate if our spiral galaxies are red because they have black holes that are massive enough to have blown out their gas and quench their star formation. Arguably, may, therefore, have prematurely referred to the spiral galaxy sequence in the M BH -M * ,sph diagram as a blue sequence. However, it is known that some low-mass, blue, spiral galaxies possess active galactic nuclei -for example, NGC 4395 (den Brok et al. 2015) and LEDA 87300 (Baldassare et al. 2015; Graham et al. 2016 ) -and therefore, we are simply probing the red-end of the blue sequence. LEDA 87300 has a g − r color equal to 0.41 mag , which is slightly bluer than NGC 4395 with g − r = 0.50 mag 6 .
5 http://www.ipac.caltech.edu/2mass, Jarrett et al. (2000) . 6 Here, the magnitudes are obtained from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey Data Release 6 (http://www.sdss.org/dr6/products/ catalogs/index.html) and subsequently corrected for Galactic extinction (Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011) . 
υ
In Paper I, we introduced a new parameter 7 , υ. It is our hope that readers may easily apply the scaling relations herein to their own studies by calibrating to their adopted initial mass function. This conversion is accomplished in a fashion similar to that achieved via h in cosmological conversions. Often, cosmologists will normalize their cosmologies, where h = 1 implies a Hubble constant of 100 km s −1 Mpc −1 . Similarly, researchers who conduct simulations of galaxies will often normalize their (initial mass function)-dependent (stellar mass)-to-(stellar light) ratio, Υ * .
For example, from 40 of our 43 galaxies with available photometry on NED 8 , we find that υ = 1.08±0.15 when comparing our galaxy stellar masses (Table 1) to those predicted using 2MASS K-band magnitudes and the B− K color-dependent stellar mass-to-light ratios from Bell & de Jong (2001) . Alternatively, to adjust our stellar masses to match those predicted from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) i -band magnitudes and g −i colordependent stellar mass-to-light ratios from Bell et al. (2003) , Taylor et al. (2011 ), or Roediger & Courteau (2015 , would require υ = 0.81 ± 0.17, 0.36 ± 0.09, or 0.51 ± 0.10, respectively. Comparison of the total 3.6 µm apparent magnitudes (with a 1:1 dashed line) from 14 spiral galaxies in common with yields ∆ rms,⊥ = 0.07 mag. Three of the values from are upper-limits, indicated with arrows. Note: the Vega magnitudes from have been converted here to the AB magnitude system. 3. COMPARISON OF 3.6 µm MAGNITUDES 3.1. We first compare our dataset with that of . Our work builds upon those studies by analyzing many of the same galaxies, in the same 3.6 µm passband, and with similar decompositional methodology. Figure 2 shows that our total apparent magnitudes match well with , with a root mean square (rms) scatter ∆ rms,⊥ = 0.07 mag 9 . We find this high level of agreement to be four times tighter than between the spheroid apparent magnitudes for the same galaxies, reflective of the challenges in obtaining bulge magnitudes.
The multi-component surface brightness profile decompositional methodology of largely agrees with ours. Both methods involve decomposition of one-dimensional surface brightness profiles and do not use a signal-to-noise weighting scheme due to the propensity for things to go awry at the centers of galaxies, and consequentially wreak havoc on the fit. Differing from , we have used the software packages from Ciambur (2015 Ciambur ( , 2016 , which allowed us to better model Kim et al. (2014) . The agreement is such that ∆ rms,⊥ = 0.09 mag (Kim et al. 2014 ) and ∆ rms,⊥ = 0.06 mag (Salo et al. 2015) . Note: The S 4 G does not provide error estimates, so we have added error bars equivalent to our median error.
the quasi-elliptical shape of the isophotes and perform more realistic PSF convolutions with our models.
Spitzer Survey of Stellar Structure in Galaxies
We have additionally compared our total apparent magnitudes to those from the Spitzer Survey of Stellar Structure in Galaxies (S 4 G: Kim et al. 2014; Salo et al. 2015) , who also study an overlapping set of galaxies with our sample, and with identical imaging. In Figure 3, we find a low level of scatter of ∆ rms,⊥ = 0.09 mag with the 6 common galaxies from Kim et al. (2014) and ∆ rms,⊥ = 0.06 mag with the 14 common galaxies from Salo et al. (2015) . These low levels of scatter are approximately half and one-fifth, respectively, of the scatter found among the spheroid apparent magnitudes for these same galaxies (see Paper I), and it is similar to the scatter found above from .
Although we analyzed identical Spitzer images to the S 4 G, they performed a two-dimensional, opposed to our one-dimensional, decomposition of the galaxies' observed surface brightness distributions. Kim et al. (2014) and Salo et al. (2015) utilized the budda (de Souza et al. 2004; Gadotti 2008 Gadotti , 2009 ) and galfit (Peng et al. 2002 (Peng et al. , 2010 ) software routines, respectively. As Ciambur (2016) points out, pros and cons are associated with both 1D and 2D decomposition techniques. Neither approach is perfect, mainly due to some form of azimuthal averaging.
In particular, 1D codes work on azimuthally-averaged isophotes, which collectively capture the radial gradients of the Fourier harmonic terms in these isophotes. Indeed, the discovery and measurement of the isophotal B 6 Fourier harmonic, and its association with (peanut shell)-shaped bulges, was made via 1D image analysis using isofit (Ciambur 2015; . One of the advantages with collapsing a 2D image into a set of 1D profiles (e.g., surface brightness, ellipticity, position angle, and Fourier terms) is that the fitted galaxy model components, in one's subsequent decomposition of the light profile, account for these variations. That is, for example, one is not trying to fit a triaxial bulge with a 2D model that has a constant position angle and ellipticity, but rather one accounts for these isophotal twists and changes with radius. A fuller discussion can be found in Ciambur (2015 Ciambur ( , 2016 .
REGRESSION ANALYSES
Regression analysis in astronomy is simultaneously a crucial but inherently difficult task. Astronomical data is plagued with many complicating conditions arising from the difficulty of collecting data from great distances, selection effects, heteroscedasticity, etc. This complicates one's datasets, which ultimately must be compressed down to two numbers in a linear regression: slope and intercept. As a result, astronomers have developed many varied statistical approaches, manifest in the myriad of computer codes.
The astronomical community has been rapidly adopting Bayesian statistical methods over the last couple of decades (e.g., Robotham & Obreschkow 2015; Pihajoki 2017) . Andreon & Hurn (2013) provide a review of measurement errors and scaling relations in astrophysics, and advocate for Bayesian regression techniques. In deriving the M BH -M * ,tot and M BH -M * ,disk scaling relations in this paper, our custom Bayesian analysis (detailed in Paper I) explores both a conditional minimization of offsets in the vertical log M BH direction about the fitted line, and a symmetric treatment of the data in both directions.
To date, many, if not most, of the published black hole mass scaling relations have been derived using either the bces (Bivariate Correlated Errors and intrinsic Scatter) (Akritas & Bershady 1996) or the mpfitexy (Press et al. 1992; Tremaine et al. 2002; Novak et al. 2006; Bedregal et al. 2006; Markwardt 2009; Williams et al. 2010; Markwardt 2012) routines. For comparison, the data is additionally analyzed here using both of these more familiar routines. Reassuringly, when performing a "forward" regression (minimizing the vertical offset of the data about the fitted line), an "inverse" regression (minimizing the horizontal offset of the data about the fitted line), or instead treating the data symmetrically (here we use a line that bisects the slopes of the above two lines), we recover consistent scaling relations using each of these methods.
Ordinary least-squares regression bisection has been recommended for treating variables symmetrically for nearly three decades since the seminal work by Isobe et al. (1990) . While our Bayesian analysis provides a symmetrical treatment of the (X, Y) datasets, as does the (Akritas & Bershady 1996) routine, a symmetric treatment of the data can also be obtained when using the non-symmetrical mpfitexy routine by bisecting the results of the "forward" and "inverse" linear regressions (see, e.g., Novak et al. 2006) . Although Graham & Li (2009) used bces, mpfitexy, and a different Bayesian code from Kelly (2007) , and found that they all provided consistent results (see also Park et al. 2012 , for a more detailed report), it remains prudent to check, especially as the bces routine can struggle when the measurement errors are large (Tremaine et al. 2002) . The recovery of slopes and intercepts that are consistent with each other will also provide confidence that one has not been led astray by a single statistical analysis.
The primary sources of uncertainty on the stellar mass estimates in our analyses consists of the individual uncertainties on the stellar mass-to-light ratios, distances, and the photometry. The median relative uncertainties that we assigned to these terms in Paper I are: 15%, 10%, and 10%, respectively.
Relations with Black Hole Mass (M BH )
4.1.1. The MBH-M * ,tot Relation Our (log M BH , log M * ,tot ) dataset has a Pearson correlation coefficient r = 0.47, and a p-value probability equal to 1.97×10 −3 that the null hypothesis is true. The Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient r s = 0.53, with p s = 4.53 × 10 −4 that the null hypothesis is true. We find the data to be slightly less correlated than the (log M BH , log M * ,sph ) dataset we presented in Paper I, which had r = 0.66 with p = 4.49 × 10 −6 and r s = 0.62 with p s = 2.38 × 10 −5 . Of course, one should bare in mind that the Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients are ignorant of the error bars assigned to each datapoint. As such, one should turn to the uncertainty on the slope of the relation constructed through an analysis that allows for these errors. Our symmetric Bayesian analysis yields the following equation:
+0.57 −0.49 log M * ,tot υ(6.37 × 10 10 M ) + 7.25 with ∆ rms = 0.79 dex and = 0.69 dex in the log M BH direction (see Figure 4 ). This regression, as well as all subsequent regressions in this work, are provided in Table 2. We note that the minimum vertical scatter is achieved when using the conditional regression, which yields ∆ rms = 0.66 dex and = 0.61 dex. In Figure 5 , we present the data slightly differently than in Figure 4 : we plot (but do not include in the regression)
10 the positions of the three excluded bulgeless galaxies from our sample and the bulgeless galaxy LEDA 87300 . Notably, our extrapolated mpfitexy bisector linear regression coincides with the location of LEDA 87300, while NGC 4395 is an outlier.
The MBH-M * ,disk Relation
The (log M BH , log M * ,disk ) dataset has r = 0.28, p = 8.13 × 10 −2 , r s = 0.34, and p s = 3.06 × 10 −2 . However, as noted before, this does not take into consideration the errors associated with the datapoints. Using the 10 If the three bulgeless spiral galaxies are included in the regression analysis, the bces bisector routine finds a slope of 2.11±0.37. This slope is only 69% as steep as the 40-galaxy slope; its shallowness is strongly influenced by the position of NGC 4395. Such a shallow slope is uncharacteristic, given that it is not steeper than the M BH -M * ,sph relation. Figure 4 , except here we also plot (but do not include in the regression) the three bulgeless galaxies from our sample and the bulgeless galaxy LEDA 87300 ). Here, we plot the mpfitexy bisector regression (solid green line). The dark green band shows the ±1 σ uncertainty on the slope and the intercept from the regression, while the light green band delineates the ±1 σ scatter of the data about the regression line.
symmetric Bayesian analysis, we find:
+0.55 −0.42 log M * ,disk υ(4.98 × 10 10 M ) + (7.24 ± 0.13) ,
with ∆ rms = 0.91 dex and = 0.78 dex in the log M BH direction (see Figure 6 ). The conditional Bayesian analysis, which minimizes the offsets of the (error-weighted) data in the log M BH direction, has ∆ rms = 0.75 dex and = 0.67 dex (see Table 2 ). In Figure 7 , we plot (but do not include in the regression) the three bulgeless galaxies that were excluded from our sample, and also the bulgeless galaxy LEDA 87300 (with masses taken from Graham et al. 2016) . LEDA 87300 is consistent with the extrapolation of our mpfitexy bisector linear regression to lower masses, while NGC 4395 is a slight outlier.
Relations with the Spiral Arm Pitch Angle (φ)
Nearly four decades ago, Kennicutt (1981) presented preliminary evidence that spiral arm pitch angle is correlated with M * ,tot . Specifically, in his figures 9 and 10, he illustrates a trend in both the φ-(absolute B-band galaxy magnitude) and the φ-(maximum rotational velocity) diagrams, respectively. With both of these quantities as indicators of total galaxy mass, it is not unexpected that we should recover a correlation between the pitch angle and the total stellar mass of a galaxy. Note-Late-type galaxies are from this work and early-type galaxies are from . The calculation of the total rms scatter (∆rms), the correlation coefficients (r and rs), and their associated probabilities, do not take into account the uncertainties on the datapoints. Columns: (1) Figure 5 , except that the stellar disk mass is plotted along the horizontal axis. Note: M * ,disk ≡ M * ,tot for the bulgeless galaxies (including LEDA 87300) that are shown here, but were excluded from the linear regression analysis (see Table 2 ).
Since logarithmic spiral arm pitch angle (φ) has been shown to correlate well with black hole mass (Seigar et al. 2008; Berrier et al. 2013; Davis et al. 2017) , it is prudent to check on the M * ,tot -φ relation. We stress that the pitch angles are measured after first reprojecting the disks to a face-on orientation, and thus recovering the intrinsic geometry of the spiral arms. We additionally explore the possibility of a relation existing between M * ,disk and φ, given that the spiral pattern resides in the disk, and the bulk of a spiral galaxy's stellar mass is in its disk component. We present the diagrams for the M * ,tot -φ and M * ,disk -φ relations in Figures 8 and N5055 N1300 N5495 Figure 8 . Logarithmic spiral arm pitch angle versus the galaxy total stellar mass. The mpfitexy bisector regression is presented (see Table 2 ).
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Figure 9. Logarithmic spiral arm pitch angle versus the disk stellar mass. The mpfitexy bisector regression is presented (see Table 2 ).
9, respectively, and the results are presented in Table 2 . As was the case with the black hole mass relations, the stellar disk mass displays the weaker correlation among these two comparisons with pitch angle. et al. (2014) reported agreement between their M BH -L * ,sph and M BH -L * ,tot relations, although their slopes are much shallower (both less then one) than our slopes for the M BH -M * ,sph and M BH -M * ,tot relations (greater than two and three, respectively) for spiral galaxies. However, their sample of 35 galaxies contained only 4 spiral galaxies, and as such, cannot so readily be compared to our analysis of 40 spiral galax-ies. Läsker et al. (2014) also reported consistent intrinsic scatter between their M BH -L * ,sph and M BH -L * ,tot relations, whereas found from their sample of 66 galaxies (including 17 spiral galaxies) that the claim of Läsker et al. (2014) is only valid for (bright) early-type galaxies. In Sahu, Graham, & Davis (in preparation), we will provide the results from our analysis of ≈ 80 early-type galaxies with directly measured black hole masses, building on Läsker et al. (2014) and .
As for spiral galaxies with Sérsic bulges, when comparing the estimated intrinsic scatters from our various linear regressions, we find that the median intrinsic scatter for the M BH -M * ,sph relation is 0.18 dex less than that of the M BH -M * ,tot relation. Contrary to this, for a sample of 21 early-type galaxies with core-Sérsic bulges, taken from Savorgnan et al. (2016), we find that the median intrinsic scatter for the M BH -M * ,sph relation is 0.05 dex more than that of the M BH -M * ,tot relation. However, it should be borne in mind that the slope increases notably when going from the M BH -M * ,sph to the M BH -M * ,tot relation for late-type galaxies and roughly stays the same for early-type galaxies with core-Sérsic bulges. The increase of slope naturally causes the scatter to also increase in the vertical direction, i.e., along the black hole mass axis. This complicates the simple comparison of intrinsic scatter across scaling relations with various slopes.
We find a correlation between black hole mass and the total stellar mass of spiral galaxies that is not as strong (r = 0.47 and r s = 0.53) as the correlation between black hole mass and bulge stellar mass (r = 0.66 and r s = 0.62). The rms scatter in the log M BH direction from the conditional Bayesian linear regression, about the M BH -M * ,tot relation, is 0.66 dex (cf. 0.60 dex for the M BH -M * ,sph relation). The symmetric Bayesian analysis slope (3.05 +0.57 −0.49 ) is consistent with the bces (3.05 ± 0.70) and mpfitexy (2.65 ± 0.65) bisector slopes at the level of 0.00 σ and 0.35 σ, respectively. Likewise, the conditional Bayesian analysis slope (2.03 +0.44 −0.41 ) is consistent with the bces (2.04 ± 0.73) and mpfitexy (1.62 ± 0.39) (Y|X) slopes at the level of 0.01 σ and 0.51 σ, respectively.
Even though statistically equivalent (at the level of 0.73 σ), the slope of our M BH -M * ,tot relation (Equation 3) is noticeably (25%) steeper than that of our M BH -M * ,sph relation (Paper I, equation 12). Because the bulge (B) to total (T ) flux ratio changes with the morphological type of spiral galaxies, as do the black hole masses, one does not expect M BH vs. T to have the same slope as M BH vs. B. In Figure 10 , we explore this by first demonstrating that there indeed is a trend Figure 10 . Logarithm of the bulge-to-total flux ratio versus the numerical morphological type (for 36 spiral galaxies from our sample with both measurements), with Equation (5) plotted.
between the B/T flux ratio and the numerical morphological type; earlier types with more massive bulges have greater B/T ratios 11 , such that
with ∆ rms = 0.37 dex and = 0.31 dex in the log(B/T ) direction from the bces bisector regression; r = −0.37, p = 2.73 × 10 −2 , r s = −0.35, and p s = 3.71 × 10 −2 . We additionally reveal how the B/T flux ratio changes with the black hole mass. In Figure 11 , we show that the largest SMBHs (which typically reside in the largest bulges) have the largest log(B/T ) values, thus confirming that the M BH -M * ,tot relation should be steeper than the M BH -M * ,sph relation. We find from the bces bisector analysis that log M BH M = (2.41 ± 0.46) log log(B/T ) −0.77 + (7.15 ± 0.12),
with ∆ rms = 0.73 dex and = 0.69 dex in the log M BH direction; r = 0.43, p = 5.43 × 10 −3 , r s = 0.35, and p s = 2.58 × 10 −2 . In Figure 12 , we demonstrate that the M BH -M * ,tot relation has a steeper slope than the M BH -M * ,sph relation (Paper I), which can be understood via the morphological relations given above. Similarly, the M * ,tot -φ relation ( Figure 8 and Table 2 ) possesses a shallower slope N5765b Circinus N1320 Figure 11 . SMBH mass vs. the difference between the bulge and total flux, with Equation (6) than the M * ,sph -φ relation (Paper I). The M * ,tot -φ relation's shallowness is opposite to the M BH -M * ,tot relation's steepness because pitch angle is anti-correlated with black hole mass 12 . In passing, we note that we did 12 In the absence of uncertainty on M BH or φ, the slopes for the various relations will be such that M BH -M * ,sph < M BH -M * ,tot < M BH -M * ,disk and M * ,sph -φ > M * ,tot-φ > M * ,disk -φ. This can be seen by comparing the various conditional regressions that explore the expected trend between black hole mass and galaxy colour, but the overwhelming majority of spiral galaxies with directly measured black hole masses have red B − K colors, prohibiting the usefulness of this particular diagram at this stage.
Since our galaxies are disk-dominated, the strong M BH -M * ,sph relation and weak M BH -M * ,disk relation suggests that the M BH -M * ,tot relation is governed mainly by the influence of the M BH -M * ,sph relation. While this latter relation may be more fundamental, the correlation between black hole mass and total galaxy stellar mass is probably more useful. It provides an easy and quick way to estimate central black hole mass in spiral galaxies by simply measuring the total luminosity and then converting into stellar mass. Our presentation of the M BH -M * ,disk relation is primarily to demonstrate that black holes are not unrelated to properties of their galactic disks, which is partly reinforced by a strong correlation with the winding geometry of the spiral arms (which live in the disk). For late-type spiral galaxies, which have low bulge-to-disk (B/D) flux ratios compared to early-type spiral galaxies, the disk constitutes the majority of the total galaxy mass (see Figure 10 ). This implies that if the SMBH mass correlates with the total stellar mass -which need not be a direct correlation -then it should also correlate with the disk stellar mass. However, one can also appreciate how sample selection can result in one not finding this correlation: a small range of disk stellar masses, or a small number of galaxies, or poor disk magnitudes from the galaxy decomposition, will hinder success.
Potential Over/Under-massive Black Holes
Figures 5 and 7 reveal that NGC 1300 and NGC 5055 are outliers above the M BH -M * ,tot and M BH -M * ,disk lines. Either their total/disk masses are lower than expected or their black hole masses are higher than expected. While NGC 5055 (also known as M63 or the "Sunflower Galaxy") appears to have a slightly over-massive black hole in the M BH -M * ,tot and M BH -M * ,disk diagrams, it does not in the M BH -M * ,sph diagram (Paper I). However, Davis et al. (2017) revealed that NGC 5055 is a prominent outlier in the M BH -σ * diagram (where σ * is the stellar velocity dispersion), indicating a possible over-massive black hole in this galaxy. NGC 1300 stands out as a quintessential example of a strongly barred spiral galaxy with nuclear spiral arms; it is the least massive galaxy in our sample, yet its black hole appears to be over-massive by ≈ 1.5 dex. Finally, minimize the offsets with M * ,sph , M * ,tot, or M * ,disk from Paper I and this work.
NGC 5495 is an outlier in most of the diagrams. Of our 40-galaxy sample, it has the second highest M * ,tot and M * ,disk . However, its black hole seems to be undermassive by ≈ 1.5 dex. NGC 1300 and NGC 5495 are outliers in all three relations: M BH -M * ,sph , M BH -M * ,tot , and M BH -M * ,disk .
Relations with the Spiral Arm Pitch Angle (φ)
As with the M BH -M * ,tot relation (Figures 4 & 5) , the M * ,tot -φ relation (Figure 8 ) also displays a similarly correlated fit. Since our galaxies are mainly disk-dominated (their median bulge-to-total flux ratio is 0.17), this implies that at least two properties of the disk (its stellar mass and pitch angle) should be correlated with the black hole mass. Furthermore, since the pitch angle correlates well with the SMBH mass (Seigar et al. 2008; Berrier et al. 2013; Davis et al. 2017 ) plus bulge mass and total mass (figure 8 from Paper I and Figure 8 from this work), there should be a correlation between M * ,disk and φ, as demonstrated in Figure 9 .
The strength of the correlation between M * ,disk and φ is less than that between M * ,sph and φ; the Pearson correlation coefficients are −0.35 and −0.63, respectively. This may seem unexpected, as the spiral arms are a feature of the disk. However, it should be remembered that the spiral density wave depends on the density of the disk, rather than the total mass of the disk, and it is the mass of the bulge that effectively anchors the spiral arm, a bit like setting the tension in the vibrating string of a violin by adjusting the tuning peg (Davis et al. 2015) .
Morphology-dependent M BH -M * ,tot Relations
For comparison, we show (in Figure 13) how the M BH -M * ,tot relation appears when generated from a sample of early-type galaxies with core-Sérsic spheroids (which have black hole masses greater than 10 8 M ) -thought to have been built from major dry merger events. We obtained measurements for a sample of 21 such galaxies from . By analyzing that sample separately from ours, we show that the slope for earlytype core-Sérsic galaxies in the M BH -M * ,tot diagram (≈ 1.33) is half as steep as the slope of the M BH -M * ,tot relation for our 40 spiral galaxies (see Table 2 ). Figure 13 shows a dichotomy between the slopes of early-type core-Sérsic galaxies and late-type Sérsic galaxies. If we compare the bces bisector slopes of the M BH -M * ,tot relation for the early-type (1.34±0.19) and late-type (3.05±0.70) galaxies, we find that they are statistically different, agreeing only at the level of 1.92 σ. This illustrates that the two samples are fundamentally different. Fitting a single power-law to the combined Figure 13 . Comparison of MBH vs. M * ,tot for our 40 latetype/Sérsic galaxies and 21 early-type/core-Sérsic galaxies from . Note: All trend-lines are from the bces bisector routine.
sample yields a slope for the M BH -M * ,tot relation of 2.90 ± 0.21 (according to the bces bisector routine). This is notably different from the slope of 1.71 ± 0.10 found in Paper I from fitting a single linear regression to the combined sample of 61 galaxies for the M BH -M * ,sph relation. This clear difference in the relations between different morphological types echoes the results found in and Paper I concerning the M BH -M * ,sph relation. In addition to these physical differences between samples of varying morphological types, important empirical ramifications exist for the study of black hole mass scaling relations. Therefore, we advise caution for studies of scaling relations concerning the demographics of one's chosen sample. This is not only true for local samples, where one needs to use the appropriate relation when predicting black hole masses, but care must also be given to evolutionary studies. For example, if one compared the M BH -M * ,tot relation from a local hybrid sample (of late-and early-type galaxies) with that from a higher-redshift galaxy sample of earlytype galaxies, the scaling relations may differ solely due to the use of different morphological types at different epochs.
Predicting Black Hole Masses
Considering black hole mass scaling relations with φ, M * ,sph , M * ,tot , or σ * , we advocate that φ be preferentially utilized for spiral galaxies with clear spiral structure. We say this based on the small total rms scatter, of just 0.43 dex in the log M BH direction, about the shallow M BH -φ relation (Davis et al. 2017) . For spiral galaxies without clear spiral structure, M * ,sph should be utilized, depending on the desired accuracy and/or time requirements. For bulgeless spiral galaxies without clear spiral structure, M * ,tot can be used. Importantly, use of M * ,tot has the clear advantage that it can be measured for any spiral galaxy. In passing we also note that the measurement of the stellar velocity dispersion σ * requires (telescope time)-expensive spectral data, while M * ,sph and M * ,tot just require photometric data, but φ needs only a photometrically uncalibrated image.
The rms scatter in the log M BH direction is 0.60 dex about the M BH -M * ,sph relation, and 0.66 dex about the M BH -M * ,tot relation, each from the conditional Bayesian regressions. However, this quantity is not the "be all and end all" in deciding what relation is the most fundamental. It should be recognised that we have followed tradition and not advocated an error-weighted rms scatter, and as such, outlying datapoints with small measurement errors will inflate this reported scatter.
Finally, our newly defined relations allow us to estimate which galaxies might potentially harbor intermediate mass black holes (10 2 ≤ M BH /M ≤ 10 5 ). The symmetric Bayesian analyses 13 predicts that galaxies with M * ,tot ≤ υ(1.16 × 10 10 M ) and/or M * ,disk ≤ υ(8.05 × 10 9 M ) should possess IMBHs. In future work, we intend to explore the inclusion of additional parameters, which may potentially yield a tighter relation in the form of a 2D plane in a 3-parameter space rather than a 1D line in a 2-parameter space. The increased spatial resolution 14 and sensitivity 15 from the next generation of 20-30 m class telescopes will undoubtedly yield exciting results as one is afforded the ability to probe a little deeper into the spiral galaxy (blue) sequence. Already, advancements with interferometry like the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) are allowing one to achieve angular resolutions as small as 0. 02 (at 230 GHz with the 16 km baseline configuration).
An alternative avenue that we are currently pursuing is the use of X-ray emission to detect the presence of IMBHs in blue, late-type spiral galaxies (Soria et al. 2018, in preparation) . Over 50 spiral galaxies in the Virgo Cluster have recently been observed with the Advanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer (ACIS-S) detector, as a part of the 559 ks Chandra Large Project titled "Spiral Galaxies of the Virgo Cluster" (PI: R. Soria. strong correlation between M BH and φ (e.g., Davis et al. 2017 ), these two relations draw strong parallels with the two black hole mass scaling relations above. That is, we have checked and found consistency among these scaling relations.
Black hole mass scaling relations allow astronomers to quickly estimate black hole masses for large samples in an era of astrophysics research that is dominated by massive amounts of data. We present a refined M BH -M * ,tot relation for spiral galaxies, which is capable of producing expeditious, yet accurate, SMBH mass predictions. Here, we provide formulae necessary to calculate uncertainties on properties of the disk and total galaxy. For the complementary equations for properties of the spheroid, see equations (7) and (10) 
B. BAYESIAN PRIOR AND POSTERIOR VALUES
Here, we summarize the results of fitting our Bayesian models against the observational datasets of the M BH -M * ,tot (Table 3) and M BH -M * ,disk (Table 4) relations. In particular, we report the estimated quantiles at 2.5%, 16%, 50%, 84%, and 97.5% for each parameter; from these can be read the median, 68% ("±1 σ"), and 95% ("±2 σ") credible intervals. Illustration of our fits are also presented in Figures 4 & 6 . From inspection of Tables 3 & 4 , it is evident that our priors are strongly updated by the data. 
